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SUBJECT CENTRE FOR LANGUAGES, LINGUISTICS AND AREA STUDIES

SOUTHAMPTON ADVISORY GROUP

MINUTES  OF THE MEETING HELD ON 7 NOVEMBER 2002
ROOM 2185, AVENUE CAMPUS



Present
Dr Clare Mar-Molinero (Chair) CMM, Ms Alison Dickens AD, Professor Michael Kelly MHK, Professor Ros Mitchell RM, Sheila Corrall SC, Dilly Fung DF, Adam Warren AW, Dr Bill Brooks BB, Mrs Vicky Wright VW, Ms Elizabeth Ashurst EJA, Mrs Jane Copeland (minutes secretary) LJC, Ms Becky Jennings REJ (for item 2. i)

1.	Apologies for absence
	An apology was received from Jackie Rafferty who hoped to arrive late due to a meeting before this one.  She did not however arrive.

2.	Minutes of the last meeting and update on issues from last year
2.i	CMM introduced the new web editor Becky Jennings to the meeting.
	AD gave background leading up to redesign of SC website and brief account of the Materials Bank project, VW described the aims of the Web Guide project.  Then REJ continued, stating that the prototype of the website was due to be finished by the end of November.  It will be tested and feedback requested during December and it will go live in January 2003.  In the first phase development has focused on the resources pages; ‘events’, ‘publications’ and ’about us’ will follow in the next phase.  REJ gave a brief explanation of how the web pages can be used and said that much work had gone into the design.  She could however confirm that to date it has been well-received.
	CMM asked if other subject centres had been consulted during the process.  REJ replied that the designer Kate Dickens had carried out detailed consultation and had worked for the Health Sciences and Practice Subject Centre and thus had plenty of ‘inside knowledge’.  The interim website address was given, being www.lang.ltsn.soton.ac.uk

	REJ was thanked for her contribution and left the meeting.

2.ii	The minutes of the last meeting were deemed to be an accurate record.
	Matters arising: MHK reported that the Academic Co-ordinator for C & IT, Janet Bartle, who is based at Hull University has tendered her resignation for the end of December and the Director in Hull, Roel Vismans, has stated that the Hull sector wish to withdraw from the Subject Centre partnership.  This matter has not yet been discussed fully but the aim would be to move those resources located in Hull down to the Southampton base, which may well have space implications.  MHK added that the related operations of Eurocall are also moving away from Hull and that the SC have been asked if it wishes to submit a proposal for taking this operation over.  This is still under consideration but would appear to make sense.  This would definitely have space implications.  BB asked about UCML’s attitude to this.  MHK replied that he has not yet enquired but feels they would not be concerned.  Discussion followed about other subject centres and the nature of their partnerships.  MHK reported that 2 other SC’s have closed down one satellite during the past year and that LTSN’s main wish is to deliver a good service.
	

2.iii	Marketing Initiatives
	EJA reported on the reception of the Languages Box in the HE establishments confirming that approx. 120 Boxes have been sent out, in the main to HEI’s with Modern Languages Departments.  It has been well received in HE and in the secondary sector following visits made by HE staff.  The aim is to encourage secondary schools to contact the HEI’s and to this end a Schools Liaison Officers website has been set up.
	EJA continued that the next annual marketing event will take place on 21 March 2003 and will include a new powerpoint presentation.
	MHK mentioned the TTFL project which he leads in an SML capacity.  
	He is still promoting the idea of a European Subject Centre.

2.iv     Projects 2001/2002
	Web Guide : VW referred to the resource which REJ had demonstrated at the outset of the meeting and added that articles were still being commissioned.  There was discussion about continuing this as a Subject Centre project which would be subject to an editorial board.
	Materials Bank : AD reported that material is still being added and a request for more will be sent out.  There was a short discussion on copyright pertaining to articles included in the Bank.

3.	Key activities this year
3.i	Events
EJA referred to appendix 3 – Key activities, which lists a calendar of events for the current academic year, adding that it can be flexible, so further events may be added or some postponed as the year progresses.
3.ii	Projects
Developing inter and multi-disciplinary coverage for Area Studies
AD reported that this project has been actively encouraged by the LTSN.  The Subject Centre is working with five other Subject Centres in tackling Area Studies as an academic discipline.  An initial meeting was held in October where the Area Studies Network was developed to encourage Area Studies in other disciplines in addition to Languages and Linguistics.  A meeting will be held on 11.12.02 to demonstrate to the Network members the good activites already carried out in this area.  CMM asked if the Subject Centre had encountered any problems through having a Centre with three strands of studies, one of which (Area Studies) might not sit so comfortably with the other two.  AD felt she will be able to give a fuller answer after working with this Area Studies Network for eighteen months but added that it would be a pity if the Subject Centre did not continue to be involved with Area Studies.
Pedagogic Research
AD advised that the Subject Centre has asked 	CILT colleagues to manage this project.  A call for bids has been issued which will be considered in December and it is hoped to start the project in January 2003.
c) Extending good practice in LWULT languages.
VW explained that this project comes under the dissemination umbrella.  Bids will be invited for 6 mini projects which will be discussed in December and the project will start in the New Year.
d) Lingua Project : Opening the Door
AD is leading this project with 6 other partners in western Europe which is aimed at encouraging language learning among non-traditional learners.
Scotland
MHK explained that the Subject Centre is funded to serve the UK but colleagues outside England do not feel engaged enough.  A partnership has accordingly been set up with Scottish CILT and the Subject Centre will be giving some funding to enable SCILT to set up a satellite centre.  It will house resources similar to those of CILT, London and run 1 or 2 events per year with a Scottish flavour.
If this works well it will be extended to CILT CYMRI and IRISH CILT.
RM asked why SCILT had been selected in favour of Strathclyde University and EJA replied that it seemed a logical centre to choose in the light of the SC’s relationship with CILT, London and that the SC has already established a positive relationship with Dick Johnstone of SCILT who is well versed in the requirements for such a satellite to be successful.

Update on national policy issues
a)	National Languages Strategy
MHK reported on this item.  The draft strategy has already produced dialogue between Cliff Allen, LTSN, and different government departments, which is encouraging.
The Strategy was due to be launched nationally on 26.11.02 but this has been postponed due to the resignation of the Minister for Education.  A new launch date is planned for mid December.
MHK stated that the Subject Centre would be an obvious player in the National Strategy for Languages.
CMM asked about the content of the strategy and MHK gave a rough outline of aspects expected, stating that the early languages learning initiative will be heavily flagged.  Referring to the Green Paper issued earlier in the year, MHK said that while it had been sent back for re-working it is inconceivable that the language component will be rejected and RM added that numerous Heads of Secondary Schools are already preparing the way for languages not being compulsory to GCSE.  MHK stated that a regional approach to the languages strategy could be expected.
SC asked about the role of the Languages NTO in the new set up and MHK answered that it is being merged with CILT.
b) Review of national quality enhancement agencies
MHK reported that the review is progressing well.  The government has asked the funding councils to review 4 main agencies in the area of Quality Enhancement.
QAA – Distinctive Agency – will be taken out of this review.
LTSN, HESDA and ILT will become Enhancement rather than Assurance agencies.
There is preliminary agreement to enhance collaboration between the 3 who have suggested that the government should set up a new single agency based on themselves (3).  Subject Centres would be a core feature of such an agency.  The impression prevails that Subject Centres are seen as a powerful concept in quality enhancement.  The Generic Centre is part of the LTSN and its remit is close to that of  ILT and HESDA.

(BB left the meeting at 12.15pm)

MHK concluded this discussion by stating that whatever is decided upon, the Subject Centre will continue to operate in its present manner for the next year or two.

Any other Business and date of next meeting
a)CMM referred to the possibility of raising the profiles of the two Subject Centres in Southampton University, which had been mentioned at the previous meeting and asked if anyone had any ideas.  EJA and MHK answered that this had not been taken any further.  Discussion ensued during which it was felt that successes should be publicised, consciousness of the SCs’ existence raised and the important role that SCs’ can play regarding national policies be acknowledged.  MHK said it had been proposed that the two SCs’ at Soton should organise a joint event and CMM agreed that the SCs’ should proceed with this.
Action:SC to discuss/contact J. Rafferty
b) Liaison Newsletter
It was suggested that the editorial should include the editor’s name at the bottom.  This was agreed by the meeting.

c)Date of Next Meeting: May 2003 at Highfield Campus.





